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Mom and Dad Are Palindromes
IP Grinning presents '101 Knock Knock Jokes for Kids', a fun, funny, and often cheesy joke book. 101
Knock Knock Jokes for Kids is a wonderful, natural way for children to improve their reading. They are able
to practice their reading skills whilst enjoying themselves. Joke books for kids have the added benefit of
improving memories, and importantly, instilling confidence. Children are given a great reason to talk in front
of groups and with practice are able to feel comfortable doing it. Kid's joke books are also a fun way for a
family to interact, laughing - or moaning - at the jokes. Reviews for IP Grinning joke books: Child
appropriate jokes, April 24 By A-J (Australia) Amazon Verified Purchase This review is from: 101 Jokes for
Kids (Joke Books for Kids) (Kindle Edition) Got it for my son's 10th birthday, he loved it and I love the fact
it gets him reading. I personally can't comment on the content as we have just spent 4 hours on the road,
many of them listening to these jokes! Substitute Teachers Take Note, March 29, 2013 By Donna Galloway
Amazon Verified Purchase This review is from: 101 Knock Knock Jokes for Kids (Joke Books for Kids)
(Kindle Edition) This is fun and the elementary kids that I sub like to call it up and use it for our free time or
great for indoor recess. I am afraid that I will need a new set of 101's before too long, the kids are learning
these! Happy grandkid, March 11, 2013 By Priscilla Branham Amazon Verified Purchase This review is from:
101 Jokes for Kids (Joke Books for Kids) (Kindle Edition) I bought this for my grand child. He loved reading
it on the kindle. He was trying the jokes out on all the family members. My son loves 'em., February 22, 2013
By James Leonard Amazon Verified Purchase This review is from: 101 Knock Knock Jokes for Kids (Joke
Books for Kids) (Kindle Edition) My six year old gets a kick out of these corny little knock knock jokes. It
entertains him, and makes him laugh. Scroll up and Buy this book now - your child will love going back to it
again and again.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
How to DAD wrote a book?! Well I scribbled some stuff down and some other people were crazy enough to
publish it so I'll take it! I'm known for making silly viral parenting videos on things like 'How to get a baby to
clean the house' or 'How to travel with a baby' and I've put my Dad skills on paper. OK they might not be
'skills' - but the Dad 'stuff' in this book might just help you in your quest to master the art of Dadding.
Dadding? Is that a thing? Well you'll have to buy this book to find out. NAILED IT! Back of book bit - Done.

101 Classic Jewish Jokes
Discover this wise, blackly funny, radically imaginative novel that has sold over 10 million copies worldwide
‘A superb achievement. He is a wise and bleakly funny writer with rare gifts of empathy’ Ian McEwan,
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Sunday Times bestselling author of Atonement It was 7 minutes after midnight. The dog was lying on the
grass in the middle of the lawn in front of Mrs Shears’ house. Its eyes were closed. It looked as if it was
running on its side, the way dogs run when they think they are chasing a cat in a dream. But the dog was not
running or asleep. The dog was dead. This is Christopher's story. There are also no lies in this story because
Christopher can't tell lies. Christopher does not like strangers or the colours yellow or brown or being
touched. On the other hand, he knows all the countries in the world and their capital cities and every prime
number up to 7507. When Christopher decides to find out who killed the neighbour's dog, his mystery story
becomes more complicated than he could have ever predicted. **ONE OF THE GUARDIAN'S 100 BEST
BOOKS OF THE 21st CENTURY**

101 Mom Jokes
When Bob realizes that he is surrounded by palindromes, from his mom, dad, and sis Anna to his dog Otto,
he discovers a way to deal with the palindrome puzzle.

Dad Jokes
Paul Fisher sees the world from behind glasses so thick he looks like a bug-eyed alien. But he’s not so blind
that he can’t see there are some very unusual things about his family’s new home in Tangerine County,
Florida. Where else does a sinkhole swallow the local school, fire burn underground for years, and lightning
strike at the same time every day? The chaos is compounded by constant harassment from his football–star
brother, and adjusting to life in Tangerine isn’t easy for Paul—until he joins the soccer team at his middle
school. With the help of his new teammates, Paul begins to discover what lies beneath the surface of his
strange new hometown. And he also gains the courage to face up to some secrets his family has been keeping
from him for far too long. In Tangerine, it seems, anything is possible.

The VERY Embarrassing Book of Dad Jokes
As Will, fifteen, sets out to avenge his brother Shawn's fatal shooting, seven ghosts who knew Shawn board
the elevator and reveal truths Will needs to know.

Jokes for Mom
A dad was washing his car with his son until the son said, "Dad, can you please just use a sponge?" Unleash
the dadliest force known to man: dad jokes. A Daily Dose of Dad Jokes is packed with 365 jokes to make you
groan--and then make you smile. Master jokesters Peter L. Harmon and Taylor Calmus (a.k.a. "Dude Dad")
offer enough of their top-quality, best-worst puns, quips, one-liners, and made-up stories to last you an
entire year. A Daily Dose of Dad Jokes includes: So bad, they're good--Nobody ever said dad jokes were
good. Seriously, they're awful. That's what makes them awesome. Keep 'em coming--Day after day, drop
new witticisms on anyone within hearing range: kids, spouses, colleagues, unsuspecting neighbors Family
friendly--These dad jokes are safe for the bar or breakfast table, so you can share them all--the good, the dad,
and the ugly. Why hold back? Give your family and friends their daily dose of dad jokes!

The Ultimate Book of Dad Jokes
Finally, a lawyer joke book created with lawyers in mind! This 101 Lawyer Jokes for Lawyers book is full of
funny, humorous wisecracks that apply only to lawyers and the legal profession. You won't find "God
doesn't think he's a lawyer" jokes here. These jokes poke fun at clients, the courtroom, litigation, judges and
law school but still pays respect to the profession that advises people in legal matters. You'll find yourself
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arrested in laughter as you read through 101 Lawyer Jokes for Lawyers. Get a copy for yourself or for a lawyer
with a good sense of humor!

Long Way Down
I told my mom I couldn't reach the high notes in my choir class She said I should get a ladder! Every time we
go to the ocean, my mom tells me to say hello the ocean just waves back! If you love arguing about why it’s
important to wear a coat when it’s 12 degrees outside you should be a mom! There’s a legend that if you
go take a shower and scream “MOM!” three times a nice lady appears with the towel you forgot! The next
time your young comedian is looking to serve up priceless entertainment, share Best. Mom Jokes. Ever.! Get
ready for eyerolls, head shakes, and "aha" moments as you navigate through these mom jokes that make little
truths so funny. If you think you’ve heard every mom joke in the book, think again. Best. Mom Jokes.
Ever. is sure to have you throwing up your hands and declaring, “Because I said so!”

The Glass Castle
After his wife Amber had given birth to three boys in three years, Seth Haines saw that she needed
encouragement in the day-to-day drama and details of motherhood. Secretly collecting nearly six hundred
wise, honest, and sometimes hilarious letters from other mothers across the world, Seth compiled these
"mother letters" as a gift for her. Amber and Seth have chosen the best of those letters--including letters from
some of the most influential writers and bloggers online today--to include in a beautiful book perfect for the
mother in your life. Each mother-to-mother letter offers encouragement, advice, and vulnerable honesty
about the struggles and joys of motherhood. These letters show that no matter how many times mothers feel
like they've failed, they are still doing their greatest work. So for the mom who thinks she's the only one out
there who just can't find time for a shower, Mother Letters shows her that she's part of a grand and diverse
group of strong women who are saying to her, "Me too. But we can do this."

Tangerine
A lot of people wonder how Chinese parents raise such stereotypically successful kids. They wonder what
Chinese parents do to produce so many math whizzes and music prodigies, what it's like inside the family,
and whether they could do it too. Well, I can tell them, because I've done it Amy Chua's daughters, Sophia
and Louisa (Lulu) were polite, interesting and helpful, they had perfect school marks and exceptional musical
abilities. The Chinese-parenting model certainly seemed to produce results. But what happens when you do
not tolerate disobedience and are confronted by a screaming child who would sooner freeze outside in the
cold than be forced to play the piano? Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother is a story about a mother, two
daughters, and two dogs. It was supposed to be a story of how Chinese parents are better at raising kids than
Western ones. But instead, it's about a bitter clash of cultures, a fleeting taste of glory, and how you can be
humbled by a thirteen-year-old. Witty, entertaining and provocative, this is a unique and important book
that will transform your perspective of parenting forever.

How to DAD
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's struggle to survive after a meteor
hits the moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.

101 Cool Practical Jokes
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their
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salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert
towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to
the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had
to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls
describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.

Dad Jokes
Finally a joke book for engineers! This humorous 101 Engineer Jokes for Engineers book was created
specifically for a person with a scientific and mathematical mind who can appreciate a little smart added to
their humor. This book examines the frustrations of project work, dealing with inept co-workers, the
struggles of engineering school and silly math and science puns. Who else but engineers could appreciate
jokes about an omelet and pie? Oops, we mean an ohmlet and pi. Get this funny 101 Engineer Jokes for
Engineers today for yourself or an engineer you know. Makes a great gift for that hard to shop for enginerd!

Life as We Knew it
The perfect holiday stocking stuffer for anyone on your list! May your days be punny and bright! When it
comes to bad jokes, there's snowman like dad. Brace your elves for a winter punderland of the best dad jokes
to make anyone sigh, groan, or roll their eyes! Filled with over 300 of the raddest and the daddest puns,
quips, and cheesy one-liners, Dad Jokes Holiday Edition is the perfect way to sleigh this holiday season!

101 Lawyer Jokes for Lawyers
Dad Jokes
Learn how to be the funniest, most wisecracking mom around! Mom, does your family drive you crazy? Do
you enjoy complaining to your girlfriends about your husband and your in-laws? Do you need some
inspiration for how to respond to your kids’ whining and begging? If you answered yes to any of these
questions, then this book is for you! This comedic collection of witty one-liners and sarcastic retorts is for any
mom in need of a good laugh and some appreciation for all of her hard work. Included are jokes such as:
Mother (noun): One person who does the work of twenty. For free. Cook a man a fish and you feed him for
a day. But teach a man to fish and you get rid of him for the whole weekend. Daughter: Mom, what’s it like
to have the greatest daughter in the world? Mom: I don’t know, dear, you’ll have to ask your grandma.
There’s a legend that if you go take a shower and scream “MOM!” three times, a nice lady appears with
the towel you forgot! Jokes for Moms will leave you laughing out loud and rolling your eyes in agreement
before you can even say, “Because I said so!”

Dad Jokes: The Punniest Joke Book Ever
Here we go again. The dad jokes are back but this time we are making it a bit festive by only including dad
jokes related to the holiday season. Get this humorous 101 Dad Jokes: Christmas Edition book today if you
want to read dads' take on gift exchanges, Santa, the reindeer and holiday traditions. All of these jokes are
family-friendly so everyone can enjoy 101 Dad Jokes: Christmas Edition together. Get dad what he really
wants this Christmas and all year round - more jokes to annoy everyone with!
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Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother
Write and present a memorable wedding toast with this light-hearted, humorous guide that gives you all the
tools you’ll need for a successful speech—the perfect gift for any best man or maid of honor. As much as
it’s an honor to be chosen as the best man or maid of honor at a wedding, giving the perfect speech can
sometimes be nerve-wracking. Delivering a crowd-pleasing toast at the reception that has the right amount of
humor and sentimentality is a daunting undertaking, no matter how advanced your public speaking skills are.
Pete Honsberger’s guide to giving the perfect wedding toast provides even the most nervous of public
speakers with all the tools and advice they need for writing and presenting the best toast ever. After witnessing
speeches both good and bad, Honsberger shares a few bits of wisdom he’s learned along the way, providing
building blocks to creating an unforgettable story along with helpful speech prompts, and the perfect
checklist that will turn a potentially scary obligation into a golden opportunity. Wedding Toasts 101 presents
a fun and simple way to write a successful wedding toast without all the stress so you can spend less time
worrying and more time celebrating the happy couple.

The One and Only Ivan
Featuring "From: __________ " on cover! Great gift for Dad from kids, from son, from daughter, from wife
etcQ.What does a spy wear on his feet?A.Sneakers. : P Everyone loves cheesy, badly timed dad jokes because
they are told by your dad, and you only get one dad right? So help your dad improve his collection of jokes
that will make you cringe and laugh at the same time. This joke book for dads will make a great gift, as the
giver can write who it's from on the cover, so dad will think of you while telling his cheesy jokes.

101 Engineer Jokes for Engineers
A great gift for all dads!!! You're sure to have all dads revel in the tried and true tradition that all fathers have
for passing down one corny joke after another to their family, friends, and even enemies. Raise a glass to all
dads everywhere as they sit back and grace us all with their wit and humor. Help your dad increase his
repetoire of jokes that will make others cringe and laugh at the same time. Good jokes, bad jokes, silly jokes
and just plain cheesy jokes. You are sure to find the perfect joke. Dad Jokes is full of witty one-liners, knockknock jokes and silly anecdotes that are sure to keep your dad laughing all night long.

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
This book is dedicated to all the Dads of this world. You are highly appreciated, especially for your bad jokes.
Ha ha ha ha! This is a Dad Jokes Book for kids. However, it is for the whole family to enjoy. The book
contains funny, silly and hilarious jokes to make kids of all ages laugh and laugh. It can be used for family
activity and bonding. BONUS JOKES Q: Why does Dad often dress like a Snowman? A: So that his kids'
friends will think he is Cool. Q: Why don't people like jokes about unemployed Dads? A: Because they
hardly work. Q: Why do poor dogs chase their own tails? A: Because they are trying to make both ends meet.
THIS BOOK WILL: teach your kids how to read fluently; help your kids relax and be stress-free; reduce the
time the kids spend in front of the television screen; help them crack jokes easily; boost their self-confidence
in public speaking; and promote their emotional intelligence. BUY the book. Your kids will LOVE you.

Mother's Day Gift Book: Riddles, Poems, Puzzles, Inspirational Quotes, Famous Mom Mini
Biographies, Mother's Day Timeline
A fiercely authentic, critically acclaimed and award-winning modern classic. 'Speak up for yourself - we want
to know what you have to say.' From my first day at Merryweather High, I know this is a lie. Nobody will
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even talk to me, let alone listen - all because I called the cops on an end-of-summer party. But if I could only
tell everyone why I called the police that night If I could explain what happened to me If I could speak Then
everything might change. 'With the rise of women finding their voices and speaking out about sexual assault
in the media, this should be on everyone's radar Powerful, necessary, and essential.' - Kirkus

101 Knock Knock Jokes for Kids
A MASSIVE COLLECTION OF LAUGHABLE, CHEESY JOKES PERFECT FOR AMUSING DADS
WHILE SLIGHTLY EMBARRASSING THE KIDS As groan-inducing as they are hilarious, dad jokes are
the punny one-liners and oh-so-clever quips fathers never tire of telling. With this massive collection, no Dad
will ever lack new material to make his kids facepalm: A watermelon and a honeydew wanted to get
married right away, but they cantaloupe. After Humpty Dumpty recovered from his fall, he was just a shell
of his former self. Sign language interpreters have to lean sideways to translate something in italics.
Anyone with a wheat allergy that routinely eats pasta is just a gluten for punishment. A chord walked into
a bar and ordered a drink. The bartender said, “We don’t serve minors.”

The Mother Letters
The newest title in the coolest series around. From word jokes and computer jokes, to jokes to play on your
brothers and sisters. But beware that the victim doesn't play a joke on you!

Speak
New for 2020! Easy Father's Day gift for your favorite guy! The Ultimate Dad Joke Book is jam packed with
family friendly, clean and hysterical jokes that are great for everyone from your toddler to your greatgrandma! Buckle up and get ready for some knee slapping, head shaking and gut busting laughter every time
you flip a page. Over 500 hilarious jokes, puns and one-liners Squeaky clean, family safe jokes for kids (and
adults) of all ages Great selection of time honored classics and all new jokes for 2020 Grab your copy today
and channel your inner dad with some amazingly groan worthy humor bombs!

Best. Mom Jokes. Ever.
Discusses the background of American Jewish humor, offers jokes on families, food, assimilation, and other
subjects, and briefly profiles leading Jewish comedians

500+ Dad Jokes
Dad's comedy arsenal is about to get a huge upgradeto the relief of everyone around him! Put an end to
courtesy laughs and awkward silences with the jokes in this book! From the people who brought you Uncle
John's Bathroom Reader, this is an eclectic collection of the punniest, funniest, most outrageous kneeslappers that have ever been told! At work, at home, at the game—Dad will beat them all to the punchline,
that is! He'll be hip and humorous with totally bodacious jokes like these: *Einstein developed a theory about
space. And it was about time, too! *Why is Christmas just like another day in the office? Because you do all
the work and some fat guy in a suit gets all the credit! *Dad: "I wouldn't want to be buried in this graveyard."
Kid: "Why not?" Dad: "Because I'm not dead yet!" And many more!

101 Dad Jokes
Dad jokes. They're not regular jokes. In fact, if a dad jokes make you bust out laughing, then there is
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something wrong. Dad jokes are intended to be bad. Eyerolling, groaning bad. Dad jokes are clever and dad
jokes are punny, but dad jokes are mostly for dad's enjoyment, not the people around him. Here is a list of
groups who probably won't be into dad jokes so much: moms aunts pets waitstaff cashiers Oprah's book club
members teachers carnival workers royalty But hey, if you're in one of the above-mentioned groups and get
dad jokes and love dad jokes then forget all that. Why not pick up a copy of Dad Jokes? I Think You Mean
Rad Jokes! today and share some dad jokes with the victims nearest you. How did the blacksmith get out of
the haunted house? He made a bolt for the door! That one is for free! Dad jokes? I think you mean rad jokes!

101 So Bad, They're Good Dad Jokes
This is the one gift every mom wants for Mother's Day. It's filled with fun and games as well as inspirational
quotes, historical tidbits, interesting trivia and a slew of fascinating riddles. Ralph has created the very best
possible gift for the best person in the whole world!The Mother's Day Gift Book includes: -Riddles for MomFun & Inspirational Quotes-A Mother's Day Historical Timeline-Mini Biographies of Famous Moms
Throughout History-Poems for Mother-Puzzle, Word Search, Song Lyric/Artist Match-Up-Mother's Day
Trivia-Riddle & Puzzle Answer KeysAs with all Ralph Lane books, this one is illustrated and entertaining.
Mom will cherish this gift for years to come, and it will provide her with hours of joyful distractions. If you're
lucky, she may share parts of it with you. And if you're REAL lucky, she may even get you one of Ralph's
other holiday gift books and Dad joke books.

Ways To Live Forever
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved by millions of
readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is
holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on
Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her
story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT
INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages
of bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's
writing notebook.

The Book Thief
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane
Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on
the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is
based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the
character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break
away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie
and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.

Dad Jokes? I Think You Mean Rad Jokes!
600+ Squeaky-clean dad jokes for the whole family! This is the ultimate dad joke book you've been waiting
for! World's Greatest Dad Jokes is a massive collection of side-splitting jokes that's sure to surprise and
delight everyone in your life. It's family fun to keep all kinds of dads, dudes--even Grandpa!--and the whole
family giggling for hours. Pages are packed with hundreds of wonderfully lame dad jokes, including pitifully
corny puns, knee-slappin' knock-knocks, mic drop one-liners, and so much more. Even reluctant readers
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are sure to laugh along on long car rides, family vacations, and around the house. Be sure to check out a
bonus riddle section to stump those you love most! When does a joke become a dad joke? When it becomes
apparent. World's Greatest Dad Jokes includes: Dad jokes galore--Crack open this colossal assortment of
clean and corny jokes for all ages! Funny images--Engaging illustrations make reading fun for any audience
from 8 to 80. Makes a great gift--Certified family safe makes it the perfect present for any dad! Keep your
whole family cracking up with World's Greatest Dad Jokes!

Dad Jokes Holiday Edition
From the most-followed dad jokes page on Instagram, @dadsaysjokes, comes a collection of hilariously
cheesy jokes that will leave your friends and family laughing and groaning in equal measure. This is the
perfect gift for dads who want to expand their repertoire and anyone who fancies reminiscing about a
childhood full of these no-nonsense 'bad' puns. Here are a couple of tasters: Q: Why do cows have hooves
instead of feet? A: Because they lactose. Q: Are you today's date? A: Cuz you're 10/10.

World's Greatest Dad Jokes
The perfect gift for Father's Day! "Dad, can you put my shoes on?" "No, I don't think they'll fit me." Ah, the
dad joke—humor that reminds us of all the lovable, embarrassing dads out there. Be prepared for the
obvious, silly, and awkward in this massive collection of the best groan-worthy dad jokes around, including
clever quips, overly literal dialogue, and punny one-liners. These jokes may be on porpoise, but they whale
definitely make you laugh: I used to hate facial hair, but then it started growing on me. I'm reading a book
about anti-gravity. It's impossible to put down! Q: What's the hardest thing about learning to ride a bicycle?
A: The road. With over 600 knee-slappers, head-shakers, and groan-makers, Dad Jokes is packed with
enough witty quips and cheesy-but-grate jokes for you to hold your own against even the most embarrassing
of dads. But remember—you don't have to be a dad to tell dad jokes!

A Daily Dose of Dad Jokes
From award-winning author Sally Nicholls, her debut novel about a boy's last months with leukemia. 1. My
name is Sam. 2. I am eleven years old. 3. I collect stories and fantastic facts. 4. I have leukemia. 5. By the time
you read this, I will probably be dead. Living through the final stages of leukemia, Sam collects stories,
questions, lists, and pictures that create a profoundly moving portrait of how a boy lives when he knows his
time is almost up.

101 Dirty Jokes
Dad jokes. They make you cringe, they make you groan but the one thing they have in common is they come
from dad. Be it during a wedding toast or when introducing your dad to someone you want to impress, dad
never fails to insert a dad joke wherever he can. This dad joke book makes a great gift for the dad who has
everything and has heard everything. Or maybe you want to buy it for yourself and come prepared the next
time dad wants to have a joke off. In any event, 101 So Bad, They're Good Dad Jokes will have your eyes
rolling into the back of your head faster than dad can strip to his tighty-whities on a hot summer day!

The Ultimate Dad Joke Book
Why did the banana go to the doctors? Because he wasn't peeling very well! Proving the age-old maxim that
its in the way that you tell them, Dads for the best part of forever have always been renowned for being truly
god-awful joke tellers. Whether its telling them at the wrong moment, misremembering the punchline or it
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just simply being one of those jokes that were terrible to begin with, Dads are an embarrassment to the whole
family when it comes to trying to tell jokes. The VERY Embarrassing Book of Dad Jokes is full to the brim
with jokes that only your dear old Dad would dare say jokes that will make you groan, sigh and then
probably make you groan again. Dads take great pleasure in these kinds of jokes and some of them are so
rubbish they actually blossom into proper rib-ticklers but dont tell your dad that, itll only encourage him!

Wedding Toasts 101
Now a major motion picture available on Disney+! Inspired by a true story, this is the beautifully written tale
of how a mighty gorilla wins his freedom. A winning blend of humour and poignancy that will appeal to fans
of Michael Morpurgo.

Dad Jokes for Kids
Here they are! More mom jokes. But not just silly pun jokes, or yo' mamma jokes, these jokes make light of
parenting, spouses, and wine addiction. Get these funny jokes today for your mom. She'll be nodding in
agreement as and cracking up at the truth behind the humor. Mom jokes, like dad jokes only smarter! Get
your copy of 101 Mom Jokes Volume 2, today!
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